Designing parallel transmit head coil arrays based on radiofrequency pulse performance.
A new approach to design parallel transmit (pTx) head arrays is proposed that integrates transmit radiofrequency pulse designs with electromagnetic modeling of array coil elements. An approach to design pTx head arrays is proposed that finds optimal groupings of a large number of coils into a small number of channels. An algorithm is proposed to extend array-compressed parallel transmit pulse design by adding the ability to optimally select and prune coil elements, in addition to optimizing compression weights. The performance of the method is demonstrated in simulations of dynamic multislice shimming of the human brain in axial, coronal, and sagittal directions, and of reduced field-of-view excitation targeting the human occipital lobe, with simulated electromagnetic field maps from a group of 5 human head models at 7T. For both dynamic multislice shimming and reduced field-of-view excitation, the method successfully designed pTx arrays that simultaneously achieved in general 15% lower mean excitation errors with 20% lower SDs, along with 20% lower mean global averaged specific absorption rate and 50% lower SD than previously reported pTx head array designs. With the proposed optimal coil element selection algorithm, the array-compressed parallel transmit pulse design can be extended to design pTx transmit head arrays with joint consideration of the fields within the sample and the radiofrequency pulse. The pTx arrays from such an approach achieved higher transmit excitation accuracy, lower radiofrequency heating in subjects, and more robust performance across subjects compared with previously reported pTx head arrays with the same number of channels.